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Dear Members, 
 
We are surely moving towards the middle of the 2018 and we remain focused on our unique vision – to 
be the most reliable and affordable source of funding and financial support for financial independence of 
our members.  
 
As visionary leaders, Board members consider that we are in the frontline to inspire in the vision, and help 
other members to see how they can contribute to the vision. The plan is set up to move together towards 
a shared view of the future. 
 
We accordingly did not let any occasion pass by in the last financial year. African Shepherds Cooperative 
(Afrishep Coop) adhered to the National Association of Cooperative Financial Institution of South Africa 
(NACFISA) and became an effective member. Thereafter, the Board invited the Managing Director of 
NACFISA at one of the Board meetings to create a climate of collaboration and learning from other 
Cooperative Financial Institutions (CFIs), which are members of NACFISA. The Board also attended under 
the sponsorship of NACFISA, a workshop on CFIs management. This helped improve the understanding of 
CFIs, specifically in terms of the concept itself; operations; governance; finance and community 
involvement. 
 
A website and Board members’ email addresses were created with the domain www.afrishepcoop.com 
to ensure that members and non-members are connected and kept updated with the financial sector in 
general and in particular, the cooperative activities. 
 
In February 2018, the Department of Economic Development of the Gauteng provincial government held 
a meeting with all the CFIs that operate in the province. The topic of the workshop was to address 
challenges and design strategies to tackles the difficulties faced by different cooperatives. Major concern 
was about raising capital and reaching the required number of members. Members were of the same view 
that a single cooperative bank could be created as a secondary cooperative to address these challenges. 
Nominations for steering committee members are being provided by each participant (cooperative). 
Afrishep Coop participated and found that the initiative will help to solve the problem of raising capital 
and reaching the minimum 200 members as required by the legislation.  
 
With regard to our operations, our main actions are focused on signing in new members and starting with 
the acquisition of fixed assets, which have the probability to increase value over time and which can be a 
source of monthly income. We started the process to purchase a student accommodation in the Vaal, 
close to the University. The initiative was set aside given that the probability of succeeding in raising the 
deposit and meeting monthly obligations of bank debt under current circumstances (i.e., a small number 
of members) was insignificant. The Board then agreed to start with a relatively affordable opportunity. 
Instead of starting with an investment in a student’s accommodation, we chose to purchase an apartment, 
which will be rented out.  A Board Resolution to this effect is being prepared for dissemination. I therefore 
urge all members, who participate in this vision, to raise their respective capital contribution so that we 
can plan and realise our vision. 
 

http://www.afrishepcoop.com/


Remember, if we stand together, we will do great things. We were created to change the world and make 
history. Now is the time, African Shepherds Cooperative being the vehicle that will take us to that level.  
 
 
The Chairman 


